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Manila, after Quezon City, is the second most populated city in Philippines. But still this crowded city
succeeds in capturing the fascination of travelers all around the world. Thanks to its multiple
attractions and of course the people that makes Manila the rhythm of Philippines. If you are thinking
about what to do and where to visit in Manila then you just donâ€™t need to get tense as there are lots
of things to do and enjoy in the city. The only thing that you require is time. Catch Direct Flights to
Manila and enjoy a memorable leisure holidays in the capital city of Philippines. To make your
journey budget-friendly Manila cheap flights are there to serve you.

What to do and where to visit is a question that usually haunt travelers visiting the city. But just relax
as there are numerous options available to opt as per the desire. Manilaâ€™s noisy yet varied vistas
dotted with historical and modern attractions are what attract travelers the most. Ranging from
massive past years structures reflecting the Spanish influence to modern yet lush green parks,
shopping malls, overloaded street markets, wide-spread dining delights to nightclubs, this lovely
destination has various treasure troves to explore. On the one hand is "Makati", the commercial
center of the country, dotted with plethora of branded shops, eating outlets, nightclubs, bars,
business houses, commercial centers, hotels and last but not the least shopping malls that gives the
shopping spree of the city a unique vibe. Whereas on the other side is "Intramuros", the oldest and
historical district of the city. Stroll around the streets of Intramuros lined with houses and structures
reflecting the influence of Spanish architecture. This "Walled City" of Manila houses three main
attractions- Fort Santiago, San Agustin Church and Manila Cathedral. Another major area that is
worthy to visit during your trip to Manila is Chinatown or "Binondo". Manilaâ€™s Chinatown is
considered as the oldest Chinatown in the world and is especially popular for its cafes serving
authentic Chinese specialties, shops, trading outlets etc.

Whether you are visiting Manila for leisure or for business, a trip to Rizal Park is one of the main
attractions of the city. Dotted with several interesting sites like the National Museum of the
Philippines, Manila Ocean Park and Planetarium, this urban green site is a well popular place for
family outings. Apart from the sightseeing tour of the capital city, one can also took full advantage of
being in a shopping paradise. Towering shopping malls loaded fully with branded showrooms,
eating outlets and leisure points are gems of Manila. Equally exciting is a trip to street markets that
not only offer a wide range of products to shop but are also quite pocket-friendly. Head towards the
Cultural Center of the Philippines or MalacaÃ±an Palace and get to know about the culture of the
country. All these exciting things are just few miles away. Take direct flights to Manila or Manila
cheap flights and explore all these pleasures in a single go.
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